Mitä? Copypastes The Pink Blob - You Ruined My Files / Get The Fuck Out Of My Fecal Single - Liner Notes & Lyrics
Who is The Pink Blob?
The Pink Blob is a Mexican sheep herder who makes music from his farm. He doesn't own an internet connection, only an old computer. He sends his releases to labels to release from a cafe in a small village near him.

Info:
This release contains remixes of his songs. Mostly in 80kbps with lots of 8kbps background noise, sometimes on surface. 16kbps and 64kbps has also been used here and there.
Almost all sound clips(*) are taken from these four original songs:
Oy, Get The Fuck Out Of My Face (2011) https://archive.org/details/siro057ThePinkBlob-OyGetTheFuckOutOfMyFace
1. The Pink Blob - get the fuck out of my cafe, 2. The Pink Blob - get the fuck out of my face 
You Ruined My Life (2011) http://chiptunes.livejournal.com/13211.html
1. You Ruined My Life, 2. You Ruined My Life (radio edit) (2:10)
*Except The only intro on this release, some spoken word snippets in Get The Fuck Out Of My Fecal, most of ambience in Alex Spalding is Going to Die and Mitä?'s lines in The Pink Blob Spoke To Me.

Track-by-track in an order of interest!
06 - Mitä? - The Pink Blob Spoke To Me
Lyrics:
The Pink blob:
̶  *micronoise*

Mitä?:
̶  Hello Hello

The Pink blob:
̶  *micronoise*
Mitä?:
̶  I figured out it was you
The Pink blob:
̶̶  *micronoise*
Mitä?:
̶  Yeah im doing fine. Glad to hear your sheep are allright as well.
The Pink blob:
̶  *micronoise*
Mitä?:
̶  An ep of remixes? I could do that!
The Pink blob:
̶  *micronoise*
Mitä?:
̶  A single, yes, that's what I meant. Not an EP, a single.
The Pink blob:
̶  *micronoise*
Mitä?:
̶  It's actually a great idea
The Pink blob:
̶  *micronoise*
Mitä?:
̶  So i'll just send an e-mail and you will reply whenever you happen to be in the cafe. There's no hurry.
The Pink blob:
̶  Farewell thee [Translated by Bing]
Mitä?:
̶  O, Ok Bye / Adios


02 - The Pink Blob - You Ruined My Files (You Ruined My Life & Radio Edit Remixed by Mitä?)
**The computer voice that Pink Blob uses says "Jesus Jesus" at about 0.54 and I promise to you it is not intended! It just popped in there out of the blue! I only noticed it later on and took care not to destroy it as I did more edits to the track. 
The lyrics go: "Jesus Jesus, i can only think of you, you ruined my files". Hell of an absurd joke, god.
Original version released in by 4m@-records and Proc-records. Download from: http://chiptunes.livejournal.com/13211.html


03 - Mitä? - Alex Spalding Is Going To Die (Fecal Part I)
Other ear is 64kbps and the other 80kbps. Can you make out which is which? The Ambience is from 


01 - Mitä? - The Only Intro On This Record (Fecal Part II)
The only track that doesn’t have any clips from The Pink Blob. The melody separated from an earlier track of mine, after it started playing in my head all the sudden. Figured it would make a good intro! The name is a reference to my earlier record, which had 8 intros.


04 - The Pink Blob - Get The Fuck Out Of My Fecal (Get The Fuck Out Of My Face & Cafe Remixed by Mitä?)
There is a 16kbps beat somewhere. Can you make out where?
Original version released by Sirona-Records. Download from:  https://archive.org/details/siro057ThePinkBlob-OyGetTheFuckOutOfMyFace

